Trends. The Shevardnadze Assassination Attempt: The Extinction of Extinction?
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As described in a previous IBPP article (see "Bombing Iraq as Therapeutic Intervention: Symptom Substitution as Consequence"), extinction of a noxious behavior is often characterized by interludes or "spikes" of that behavior’s exacerbation. The seemingly well-planned, but ineffectively implemented, assassination attempt against Eduard Shevardnadze, President of Georgia, illustrates this empirically-derived finding.

Since the disestablishment of the Soviet Union, formal and informal Russian efforts have continued to deny real sovereignty and independent economic development to the former Soviet republics. This has especially been the case in the new nation-state that possess potentially lucrative natural resources, e.g., oil, and/or significant geostrategic import. The efforts of leaders of these states to effect deals establishing oil pipelines that do not transverse Russian territory seems to be an especially sensitive point of contention. Sabotaging these and similar economic initiatives may well prevent them, significantly heighten their cost and lower expected profits, and induce collaboration with Russian governmental, commercial, or various "front entities" as the fruits of a protection racket.